
Mobile Phone Accessories Package

Round Metal Plate Round Transparent Sticker

Rectangular Metal Plate

Rectangular Transparent Sticker

Cleaning Wipes

Attention:
�. Please stick the metal plate on the phone case with flat and 

smooth surface, please do not stick the metal plate on the 
phone with uneven case (such as frosted phone case).

�. For a very thick phone case (shch as lifeproof, defender and 
otterbox case), please stick the metal plate on the outside of 
the case.

�. The metal plate is one-time use, not reusable.
�. For phones that need wireless charging, please do not stick 

the metal plates on the phones directly. We suggest that 
please stick the metal plate on the phone case, when you 
need to use wireless charging function, just remove the 
phone case.
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Installation Steps
�. Take out the grip nut, assemble it with suction cup.

�. Find a suitable place, attach the car mount.

Overview
Car Mount Assembly Parts

Ball Joint

Grip Nut

Magnetic Head

Screw Knob

Twist-lock Air Vent Clip

Clean the surface with the cleaning wipes. Then stick the metal 
plate above the transparent sticker on the phone / case.
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The Suitability of Car Air Vent

Attention:
To protect your air vent blade, please adjust the air vent 
clip properly and do not use the air vent clip too tight.

Telescopic Arm

Angle Adjustment Knob
(Adjust the Angle of the 
Arm)

Suction Cup

Ball Joint

Suction Cup Lock

Dashboard Pad

After installing the dashboard pad, please wait for �� hours 
before using it.
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Before installing the mount on uneven or textured dashboard, 
please firstly stick the dashboard pad (only one-time use). 
Tear off the red protective sticker on the pad, stick it to the 
dashboard, press it hard for over � minute then let it rest for �-� 
days to have high strong stickiness.

Tips for Placing the Dashboard Pad 

Clean Press 1 min
Waiting

1~3 days
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�. Clean the dashboard or windshield where you need to install 
the car phone mount with alcohol pads or a wet cloth, wait 
for it to dry. 

�. After attaching the suction cup, press down the suction cup
lock totally to fix it. 

�. It will reduce the adsorbability when sticking the suction cup 
on the curved surface, plush cloth surface or uneven surface. 

�. It is not recommended to attach the suction cup to leathers, 
walls or film-coated surfaces since the suction cup is designed 
with strong suction power which may cause surface damage. 

�. If the suction cup is used frequently in high temperature, low
temperature or humid conditions, the adsorption forces 
would be lower (Please avoid to expose it to the sun directly).

�. If the suction cup is not sticky enough after usage, please take 
it down and wash it with warm water. It will be sticky again 
after drying. 

�. Please ensure the suction cup is covered by plastic wrap once  
removed. 

Tips for Using the Suction Cup

The suction cup is reusable, it can be removed in the following 
way:
�. Pull up the lever.
�. Pull the tab on the suction up to allow air to get into it, stick 

a plastic putty knife and floss (at your own risk) underneath 
to break the seal.

�. Once the seal is broken you will be able to remove it easier. 

Tips for Removing the Suction Cup
●      Avoid dropping.
●      Do not disassemble. 
●      Please install the car mount on a suitable place before driving, 

do not operate or adjust the car mount during driving.
●      Do not install the car mount in places which interfere with 

airbag or driving.
●      Please do not twist the air vent clip too tight, to protect the 

air vent blade. 
●      Please keep this product away from any magnetic items, 

otherwise, demagnetization might happen. 
●      Keep the car mount away from children.

Specifications

Attentions

Product Name

Model

Applicable Places

Package List

Magnetic Car Mount

CTVK��

Dashboard, Windshield, 
Table, Air Vent and so on.

Car Mount ×�, 
Air Vent Clip ×�, 
Suction Cup ×�, 
Dashboard Pad ×�,
Accessories Package
(Cleaning Wipes ×�, 
Rectangular Metal Plate ×�, 
Rectangular Transparent Sticker ×�, 
Round Metal Plate ×�, 
Round Transparent Sticker ×� )
User Manual ×�

The parameters above are derived from the laboratory of VANMASS®. 
The actual parameters would be different because of products 
and other factors. The image shown here is indicative only.
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物料编码： 物料名称： Vanmass 稳易吸磁吸支架(MAG�)吸盘版说明书(精简升级版)
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